
Physis 407-08Straight linesSimpli�ed variation prinipleIn the variational priniple I used before, I hose the parameter � tobe arbitrary, but so that �0 and �1 are �xed at the end points{ ie so thatthe limits in the integration do not depend on the path (do not depend on�). This however ame at a prie. The variational equations have the uglyterms qPij gij��xi��xj in the di�erential equations. By de�ning the newparameter s by s = Z ��0 sXij gij��xi��xjd� (1)in the �nal equations of motion, one an greatly simplify the equations. Canone simply start out using the parameter s? The answer is no. As onehanges the path, the value of s at the end point (where � = �1) hanges.Sine the straight line is the shortest distane, for any other hoie of paththe distane ( the integral along the path of ds) hanges.However, one an do something else. Let us hoose � so that on thestraight line, � = s. Ie, on the straight line itself, qPij gij��xi��xj = 1.O� the straight line, (ie for values of � whih do not minimize the length)the parameter � is not the path length parameter, but maintains the samevalues, �0 = 0 and �1 = L, at the end points. Thus, in the equations forthe solutions derived via variation we an assume that that square root isone. This immediately gives us the simpli�ed equations in terms of the pathlength parameter s.In fat we an go further than this. Let us multiply the argument of theintegral by some power of that square root. Ie, let us look at the integralN(�) = Z �2�1 sXij gij��xi��xjnd� (2)realling that all of the xi are funtions of both � and �, and that the gij arefuntions of the oordinates xi whih are funtions of � and �. This is NOTthe path length. However, let us also assume that we hoose � so that onthe path whih minimizes N, � is the same as s.1



In taking the derivatives with respet to �, we getdNd� = Z �2�1 nsXij gij��xi��xjn�1��sXij gij��xi��xjd� (3)On the solutions, whih are the only plae where we are interested in theabove, we see, that as long as n 6= 0 we an write this asdNd� = n Z �2�1 dd�sXij gij��xi��xjd�j�=s = ndLd� (4)(Note that we annot replae the square root within the derivative withrespet to � with 1, sine it depends of values of � whih are not at theminimum)Ie, if we set dLd� = 0 then the equations we get are idential to those weget if we set dNd� = 0 (as long as n 6= 0). Of ourse, this does not help muhunless we take n = 2 In that ase we getdNd� = dd� Z �2�1 Xij gij��xi��xjd� (5)but where we MUST remember that � must be hosen so that on the solutionurve, � = s. This expression is almost always written asints2s1Xij gij�sxi�jxds (6)If we took this seriously, the argument would be unity, and also the limitswould depend on �, and this would be a hopeless thing to vary. But thisexpression does not mean what it seems to mean. It means, take the param-eter � to be equal to the path length only on the solution path. It isa shorthand for the previous equation, an immensely useful shorthand, butalso a potentially onfusing one if you do not keep its true meaning in mind.But this variation is vastly simpler in that one does not get those uglysquare roots in all of ones equations. That simpli�ation is worth all of thepotential onfusion. (Well, it is to most pratitioners who have gotten usedto it. Whether it is worth it to students may well be a di�erent question.)2


